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In our former paper (Šefčík 2007: 23–24) we defined the term fine metrics (in 
Czech jemná metrika), which was applied both on a set of phones and on a set 
of phonemes. A brief definition of fine metrics will be given below.

In the present paper we would like to add to our former reading some addenda 
concerning terms like value, feature and to show some practical solutions of ap-
plying fine metrics on phonemic material. The final remarks will consider some 
notes on the relationship between fine metrics and the opposition-theory as de-
fined by Trubetzkoy, Cantineau and Marcus.

The very first step in the current paper is a definition of the term value, fol-
lowed by an example how such values could be used as a set of components, 
which could be easily metrized, and how such a metrized phonemic system could 
be easily explained by such metrics, according to the above-mentioned theory of 
oppositions.
Note 1: All examples will be taken from Vedic Sanskrit (= Old Indo-Aryan).

Values of phones and phonemes

We should keep in mind that speech material is linear, indiscrete and continual 
mass of speech-events hence the segmentation itself demands a certain degree of 
objectivization of the material.

Identification of phones as discrete segments of given strings demands on a 
phonologist a postulation of criteria for classification that are used for distin-
guishing given phones in strings from each other. It is only when all phones are 
identified, a phoneme analysis can begin.

The identification of phones or phonemes is always based on the set of values 
of a given phonemic segment; without such a description of values used, identi-
fication is not possible at all.

On the following lines of the present paper we will deal only with phonemes 
and values of phonemes; however, it should be kept in mind that values of pho-
nemes are derived from values of phones.
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On the other hand, an analysis of phonemes and their systems have much high-
er priority for any phonologist, hence our reading will be focused on phonemes. 
In fact, all of the following observations could be applied on phonemes as well 
as on phones.

Values and their classification

Values of given phonemes are here considered as ordered sets attached to con-
crete phonemes of a given phonemic system.

Any phoneme (according to common tradition) is written between slash brack-
ets, for example /x/. Any value of a given phoneme is here symbolized vi/x/ in 
general or in the case of a concrete value simply as /value/. The sum of values 
of any phoneme is symbolized as V/x/ (i.e. V/x/ = v1/x/∪ v2/x/…∪ vi/x/), the set 
of values of all phonemes of a given language is symbolized simply as V, which 
is the set union of particular values of concrete phonemes, hence V = V/x/1 ∪ 
V/x/2…∪ V/x/i ).

Any value could be classified with the help of three criteria, every one express-
ing some properties of the given value in the phonemic system. Each criterion 
consists of a pair of possible incompatible properties.

The first criterion is of homogeneity. Two values are homogeneous if they are 
members of the same subset Vi, otherwise such values are heterogeneous (Mar-
cus 1967: 46–47, Marcus 1969: 50, Kortland 1972: 57).

Example 1: Values /voiced/ and /unvoiced/ are members of the same subset V1 in 
Vedic Sanskrit, hence they are homogeneous.

Example 2: Values /voiced/ and /lengthened/ are not members of the same sub-
set V2 in Vedic Sanskrit, hence they are heterogeneous.

The second criterion is of compatibility. Two values are compatible if they 
are attached to one phoneme /x/ (members of the same set of phoneme values 
V/x/). If such values are not members of the same set of phoneme values (they 
are not attached to the one phoneme), they are incompatible values. It should 
be mentioned that all compatible values are heterogeneous, but not otherwise, 
so some heterogeneous values are not compatible (Marcus 1967: 47–48, Marcus 
1969: 50–51, Kortland 1972: 57).

Example 3: Values /voiced/ and /aspirated/ are in Vedic Sanskrit compatible.
Example 4: Values /voiced/ and /unvoiced/ are in Vedic Sanskrit incompatible.
Example 5: Values /voiced/ and /aspirated/ are in Vedic Sanskrit compatible, 

however heterogeneous.

The third criterion is of contrastivity. Any values vi and vj are contrastive if 
there are two phonemes such that V/x/ – V/y/ = vi and V/y/ – V/x/ = vj. In other 
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words, if replacement of one value of a given phoneme by another value results 
in another phoneme, the values are contrastive. Otherwise both values are incon-
trastive. All contrastive values are homogeneous and therefore incompatible, but 
not otherwise (Marcus 1967: 48–49, Marcus 1969: 51–53, Kortland 1972: 58).

Example 6: Vedic phonemes /t/ and /d/ are contrastive, as the complement of 
V/d/ – V/t/ = /voiced/ and V/t/ – V/d/ = /unvoiced/.

Note 2: Revzin (1966: 18–20) does not distinguish contrastivity from homogeneity (such value is  
by him called homogeneous). However, it was Revzin, who inspired Marcus to his classifi-
cation.

Values and their expression using the code

It is clear from what was written above that values could be considered as co-
ordinates in the phonemic space and the set of values of any phoneme could be 
expressed as a vector with values as coordinates.

Such a set of phonemic values is then expressed by a code, which is construct-
ed in the following way. 

The axes of a considered phonemic space are designed by compatible values. 
All compatible values are then ordered in a string where every position is at-
tached to concrete compatible values. 

A pair of homogeneous incompatible values is expressed by numbers present 
in a given position. From possible homogeneous values, we prefer those that are 
contrastive, hence we can use only binary marking. Then zero (0) is assigned for 
those values, which are unmarked in the sense of Trubetzkoy and other scholars. 
A marked value will be symbolized by the number one (1).

Every pair of contrastive, homogeneous and incompatible values we term a 
(distinctive) feature. For example, the pair of contrastive homogeneous incom-
patible values V/d/ – V/t/ = /voiced/ and V/t/ – V/d/ = /unvoiced/ form the feature 
/±voice/.

It is necessary to keep in mind that in every language the features are deter-
mined by values, which are in that language actually used. Features are not uni-
versally established, as both Jakobsonian or generative phonologists think, but 
features should be independently found and described properly for any analyzed 
language.

Note 3: For history and today practice of the use of the term feature see Jakobson – Fant – Halle 
1952: 8–15, Jakobson – Halle 1956: 3–6, 33–36, Chomsky – Halle 1968: 64–69, 164–170, 
Baltaxe 1978: 10–19, 47–68, Akamatsu 1988: 77–110, Hall 2001: 1–40, de Lacy 2006: 57–
59, 247–249, Steriade 2001: 139–157 (in de Lacy 2007 (ed.)).

Note 4: Marcus (1967: 51, 1969: 54–55) uses the term “feature” (i.t. “trait”, “rys”) for non-homo-
geneous value! His term, equivalent to the common view of the feature is “value pertinent” 
(1967: 55–58, 1969: 58–61).
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On binarity of feature

In most cases of phonemic analysis a set of values V/x/ is set up by a code 
formed by only contrastive homogeneous values, i.e. of binary quality marked 
by 0 and 1. 

Example 7: Vedic vowels could be described by using a feature /±length/, hence 
every vowel phoneme has value of either /-length/ or /+length/.

Example 8: Vedic stops could be described by using features /±voice/ and /±as-
piration/. Hence every stop phoneme has values /-voice/ or /+voice/, 
/-aspiration/ or /+aspiration/, respectively.

Unfortunately, a real phonemic system is not always in the accord with the 
ideal. Some of values are incompatible and homogeneous, but not contrastive.

Example 9: Vedic Sanskrit has three basic local series of stops: velar, dental 
and labial (in addition to them there are two related series yet – see 
Šefčík 2002). In the terminology of classical phonology, such basic 
series are in an equipollent opposition (see below) and the location 
of any series cannot be classified as contrastive, just for that reason 
that the fact of the given series not being velar does not necessary 
mean that series is dental (it could be labial) and vice versa. 

There are two possible solutions of such a problem. The first solution is to 
incorporate three-valued features and by that means to free the given position in 
a string of compatible values from the property of contrastivity but to preserve 
the property of homogeneity. Then we can mark the dental value of “localiza-
tion feature” as 0, the velar value as 1 and the labial value as 2. The advantage 
of such a solution is in keeping for localization one and only position in chains 
but on the other hand it defects the elegancy of a phonemic description (there are 
not only contrastive features, but there are incontrastive “features”, too). Another 
disadvantage is that such a solution leads towards a false understanding of dental 
series as unmarked against two marked series (of velar and labial), which does 
not correspond to the reality of an equipollent opposition.

Another solution is traditionally binary: an equipollent opposition is carefully 
disjoint on the set of privative (and binary) oppositions by the introduction of 
two features (based on some subphonematic property) which are applied on the 
subsystem – for example Jakobsonian /compact-diffuse/ and /grave-acute/. Then 
dental series is marked 00, labial 01 and velar 10. A great advantage is that all of 
the used features are in addition contrastive. But the disadvantage of false under-
standing of marking remains.

Our solution is closer to the second one in disjoint of local incontrastive “fea-
ture” on more contrastive features, but we differ in introducing of three features, 
hence none of the considered series could be misunderstood as unmarked, all of 
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them are marked by one marker. We will call such introduced features bounded 
features and we will mark them in the code by underlining. The whole process 
of analysis is that ordered in a series of steps.

First, we have one incontrastive location feature with three values of dental (0), 
velar (1) and labial (2) location as above (a capital letter expresses any stop of a 
given location, other values are omitted and marked only by x):

V/P/ =  /labial/ = 0 in code /xx0xx/
V/T/  =  /velar/ = 1  in code /xx1xx/
V/K/ =  /dental/  = 2  in code /xx2xx/

Second, we construe given homogeneous values as a triple of orthonormal 
vectors. Accordingly, any labial has the value 1on the labial axe and 0 on other 
local axes. Similarly, velar has the value on the velar axe 1 and 0 on other local 
axes and dental has the value 1 on the dental axe and 0 on other local axes. See 
the following codes:

 
V/P/ =  /labial/  = 001 in code /xx001xx/
V/T/  =  /dental/ = 010 in code /xx010xx/
V/K/ =  /velar/  = 100 in code /xx100xx/

Notice bounded value /xx000xx/. It could be taken for granted as unmarked; 
it is not occupied by any real phoneme (just for that reason that all Vedic stops 
have location mark).

Practical remarks on the work with codes

It is clear from the above written examples that to work with differences be-
tween two or more sets of phonemic values given by an n-position in the chain 
could be very difficult simply for practical reasons – codes can be long and a 
reader could not easily understood in which position in the code two or more 
phonemes differ or what feature or value a given position expresses.

Such practical problems are hardened by the fact that we usually compare two 
very similar codes belonging to two very similar phonemes, often different sim-
ply on one and only one position. All other features/values are then for reasons of 
description irrelevant and they can be omitted just as we did above. Our solution 
was that such redundant features were replaced by a common symbol x, but it was 
not an elegant solution.

A better solution could be to look at the very structure of codes of the com-
pared phonemes. The part of a code, which is same for all sets of values, is the 
intersection of values of all considered phonemes (or in other words – which is 
common for all considered phonemes), is base of opposition (see below). The 
part of code, which is not common for all considered phonemes, is then comple-
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ment of opposition. So we can remove a whole part of code, which is the base 
of opposition, out of the code and mark such segment. A remaining feature (or 
features), which forms a complement, can be then compared independently. 

Example 10: Let us have two sets of values, f. e. V/t/ and V/d/. When these two 
sets of values are compared, they differ in only one position, in posi-
tion of the feature /±voice/, all other values are same. Those values 
are then the base of opposition and we can mark this base as a /T/. 
Let the value /-voice/ be marked as 0, the value /+voice/ as 1. Than 
the set of values V/t/ can be rewritten as voice0/T/ and set of values 
V/d/ as voice1/T/. 

  If we deal with more than one feature, for instance, in addition to 
/±voice/ with the feature /±aspiration/, than we can work out accord-
ingly the above example in the following way: V/t/ = voice0aspiration0/T/, 
V/d/ = voice1aspiration0/T/, V/th/ = voice0aspiration1/T/, V/dh/ = voice1aspiration1/T/.

  It could be useful to simplify the record by omitting names of features, 
if they are clear from the context. Then the record of codes could be 
simply V/t/ = 00/T/, V/d/ = 10/T/, V/th/ = 01/T/, V/dh/ = 11/T/.

Values and distance

The distance between phonemes is given by the distance between given n-
tuples of sets of values of given phonemes. A distance between any such n-tuples 
can be metrized using fine metrics.

Any metrics is defined as a tuple (A, ρ), where A is a set of components and ρ 
is a distance on A, or a function (A×A), such that the metric space has the axioms 
of 1) identity, i.e. ρ(x, y) = 0, if x = y; 2) symmetry, i.e. if ρ(x, y) = ρ(y, x) and 3) 
triangle inequality, i.e. ρ(x, y) + ρ(y, z) ≥ ρ(x, z) (see Marcus 1967: 34–35, Marcus 
1969: 42, Brainerd 1971: 90, Šefčík 2007: 20).

Fine metrics must comply with the above written axioms. The set of compo-
nents is a set of values of phonemes of a given language. A distance is given by 
the complement between such sets of values.

As was already shown above, such a set of values of given phonemes could 
be expressed as a code. The distance between codes can be metrized as the Ham-
ming distance, given by the number of differences between codes.

Comparing two (or more) codes, we mark the match between compared codes 
on a given position by 0 (= zero difference), if there is no match in the same 
position, we mark 1. After that, we count the number of 1s. The sum expresses 
the distance between sets of values of phonemes, i. e. between the phonemes 
themselves.
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Example 11: The distance between sets of values equal to 1:

V/t/ 00/T/
V/d/ 10/T/

V/t/ – V/d/ 100 Σ =1

Because the sets of values of phonemes /t/ and /d/ differ only in one feature 
(i.e. /±voice/), the distance between both phonemes is equal to 1.

Example 12: The distance between sets of values equal to 2:

V/t/ 00/T/
V/dh/ 11/T/

V/t/ – V/dh/ 110 Σ = 2

Because the sets of values of both phonemes differ in two features (i.e. /±voice/ 
and /±aspiration/), the distance between both phonemes is equal to 2.

Values and oppositions

The classical theory of oppositions, as developed by Trubetzkoy (1939) and 
reworked by Cantineau (1952, 1955) and Marcus (1967, 1969), can be, for its 
universality, applied on values, features and metrics above them, too. 

Note 5: In the comment below we differ from our predecessors with a more specified definition of 
disjunctive opposition.

Two basic ideas of the theory of opposition are terms base (of opposition) and 
complement (of opposition) (see Marcus 1967: 9–10, Marcus 1969: 22, Brain-
erd 1971: 20–22). Here we give only a short overview of basic terms of theory 
of opposition with a pointed-out relation to the terms of value, feature and fine 
metrics.

For us, the base of opposition equals the same values (of the features of the 
features of given phonemes) present in both (all) sets of values of compared pho-
nemes. Or in other words, the core is the intersection of given sets of values, the 
common part of both (all) phonemes (i.e. V/x/ ∩ V/y/).

The complement of opposition are those values (of the features of given pho-
nemes) not present in both (all) sets of values of compared phonemes. In other 
words: the complement is that part of values of given phoneme which is not com-
mon to another phoneme or other phonemes (i.e. V/x/ - V/y/ or V/y/ - V/x/).

Let us classify oppositions and try applying fine metrics on them.
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Note 6: In lines below the theory of opposition will be presented in the form closest to Marcus 
(1967, 1969) and Brainerd (1971), older citations have only a historical value.

The first criterion of classification of oppositions is that which deals with clas-
sification of relations between oppositions.

If the complement of the opposition between sets of values of phonemes V/v/ 
and V/w/ is equal to the complement of the opposition between sets of values of 
phonemes V/x/ and V/y/ (i.e. V/v/ – V/w/ = V/x/ – V/y/), both oppositions are pro-
portional. If the opposition between sets is not proportional with another, such an 
opposition is isolated (see Trubetzkoy 1939: 63–66, Marcus 1967: 12–13, Mar-
cus 1969: 24–25). It is obvious that if the distance between V/v/ – V/w/ is same as 
the distance between V/x/ – V/y/, so the distance between V/v/ and V/w/ is equal 
to the distance between V/v/ and V/w/.

Example 13: Vedic phonemes /t/ and /d/ are in proportional opposition to /p/ 
and /b/, because V/t/ – V/d/ = /+voice/ = V/p/ – V/b/. The distance 
between /t/ and /d/ is equal to the distance between /p/ and /b/.

Example 14: Vedic phoneme /a/ is in isolated opposition to the phoneme /s/.

If the opposition between V/v/ – V/w/ has the same base as the opposition 
between V/x/ – V/y/, both are in homogeneous opposition. If there is no same 
base they are in singular opposition (see Trubetzkoy 1939: 60–63, Marcus 1967: 
16–17, Marcus 1969: 28–29).

Example 15: Vedic phonemes /t/ and /d/ are homogeneous to /th/ and /dh/.

Oppositions can be classified according to the criterion of a relation between 
its members, too.

The very first possibility is such that if a set of values V/x/ is equal to the set of 
values V/y/ and vice versa. The sum of differences between codes is then a void 
set and the distance between phonemes is null, hence both sets belong to the one 
phoneme. Or in other words, the base of opposition is equal to both phonemes 
and the complement is void. This kind of opposition is null opposition (see Mar-
cus 1967: 4–7, Marcus 1969: 17–22, Brainerd 1971: 20–22).

Although such a type of opposition is for a phonologist of relatively small im-
portance, it must be kept in mind that such oppositions always exist.

But for phonologists those types of oppositions are of much importance that 
are not null. 

If two sets of values V/x/ and V/y/ have the common base of opposition except 
values of one and only one feature and the complement is null for one of the pho-
nemes (i.e. null value of a given feature) and 1 for the second of the phonemes (i.e. 
non-void value of a given feature), then such a kind of opposition is known as priv-
ative (see Trubetzkoy 1939: 67, Marcus 1967: 4–7, Marcus 1969: 17–22, Brainerd 
1971: 20–22). The Hamming distance between V/x/ and V/y/ is equal to 1.
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Example 16: Phoneme /t/ differs from phoneme /d/ only in the feature /±voice/, 
all other features are same. 

If two sets of values have the common base and the complement is non-void 
for both phonemes, then the opposition is equipollent (see Trubetzkoy 1939: 67, 
Marcus 1967: 7–9, Marcus 1969: 20–21, Brainerd 1971: 20–22). The Hamming 
distance between V/x/ and V/y/ is equal to 2.

Example 17: If V/T/ = 001/STOP/, V/K/ = 100/STOP/ and V/p/ is 010/STOP/, 
then distance between any pair of values is equal to 2. 

Finally, if any set of values V/x/ contains some features and a set of values V/y/ 
contains at least one feature which is not present in V/x/, then such sets of values 
of phonemes are in disjunctive opposition (see Marcus 1967: 7–9, Marcus 1969: 
20–21, Brainerd 1971: 20–22). The distance between such sets cannot be me-
trized using Hamming distance, because Hamming distance can be applied only 
on sets with same number of digits. 

Final remarks

In the present paper we tried to sketch how the term of fine metrics could be 
useful in a phonological research, especially if it is applied together with the 
terms value and feature, but it could be successfully used in a theory of opposi-
tion, too.

Fine metrics is another tool of a more perfect analysis of the phonological sys-
tem, but it is not (it should not be) one and only one method used.
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HodnotY, rYsY, JemnÁ metriKa a opoZice

V tomto příspěvku se věnujeme některým otázkám, spojeným s pojmem jemné metriky, tj. tako-
vé metriky, jakou použijeme na vyjádření vzdálenosti mezi množinami hodnot různých fonémů. 

V článku vycházíme z pojmu hodnota, kterou klasifikujeme podle kritérií homogennosti/hete-
rogennosti, slučitelnosti/neslučitelnosti a kontrastnosti/nekontrastnosti, ukazujeme, jak od tohoto 
pojmu lze odvodit pojem rysu (jako sjednocení dvou kontrastních, homogenních a neslučitelných 
hodnot) a jak rysy mohou být vyloženy pomocí jemné metriky.

Na závěr jsou stručně načrtnuty vztahy mezi jemnou metrikou a klasickou teorií opozic, jak ji 
vyložili Trubeckoj, Cantineau a Marcus.

Příklady jsou převzaty z védského sanskrtu.
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